THE
HOBBIT
by J.R.R. Tolkien

A

Hobbit named Bilbo Baggins is sitting
on his porch when a wizard named
Gandalf comes and asks him to join a group
of dwarfs that want to reclaim their ancestors
treasures from the evil dragon Smaug. Bilbo
does not accept, and the next day the dwarfs
come into this house and make him their
“slave.” The next day. Finally Bilbo gives up
and joins the dwarfs on their adventure. The
dwarfs suit up and bring a map which later on
a Elven King named Elrond uses the moon to
tell them where the door is to Smaug (the evil
dragon). They are tired and hungry on their
journey. They run into goblins and when Bilbo
is named the thief, he tries to steal the goblins
supplies but gets caught. Then the leader of
the dwarfs Thorin, comes out of nowhere. The
goblins drop Bilbo, take the dwarfs, and sits on
them. Then a ﬂash of lightning hits them and
they get knocked unconscious. The dwarfs and
Gandalf settle in a cave. Bilbo has a dream that
the crack in the cave wall will ﬁll the goblins
determined to kill them. Read more to ﬁnd out
what happens next.
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Who is your favorite Author and why?
Veronica Roth, because I love her divergent
series. I read the whole series in two weeks.

What genre do you prefer to read?

Fantasy, or science fiction. I like those genres
because I like things different from real life,
it distracts me from any problems in the real
world.

Where do you learn about books you
might want to read in the future?

From my friends because we do something
called “Book talks”, it’s were we read a book and
then go in front of the class and share our book.
Movies will also want me to read a new book.

Where do you like to read best?

My room, because it’s calming and my ideal
place of setting.
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